High-Performance Task Seating

Welcome to Freedom
Your Freedom Chair is the most advanced task
chair available anywhere. I designed it to
provide superior support for the inherent
stress of seated computer use. Freedom is virtually free of

day-to-day manual adjustments, and provides automatic recline
resistance appropriate for your size and weight . With no
controls or adjustments to interrupt workFlow, you can
concentrate on your task in comfort and without
interruption. Remember, comfort is absence of stress,
and Freedom is dedicated to this objective. You have taken an
important step toward working healthier.

Sincerely,
Niels Diffrient

Adjusting Freedom

So advanced
it’s simple.
Recline Tension
Freedom utilizes a sophisticated mechanism
that automatically adjusts recline tension
to match your body weight. To set recline
tension, all you have to do is sit. For better
health, minimize static postures by changing
recline positions often.
Backrest/Lumbar Support Height
While seated, grasp backrest with both
hands on lower corners. Squeeze handle at
right with fingertips and move backrest to
most comfortable height.
Seat Height
Lift up on lever under right side of seat
cushion and position chair to a comfortable
height with your thighs parallel to the floor
and your feet fully supported by the floor or
footrest. Release lever.
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Freedom was
designed to support
90% of users in an
infinite number of
seated postures.
In fact, it’s so
advanced that it
actually responds
to the way you
work and move—
automatically
Once you fit the
chair to your unique
body size, no further
manual adjustments
are required.
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Seat Depth
Lift up on lever under forward edge of seat
and slide seat to a position such that when
you’re sitting with your back fully against the
backrest, there are 2 – 4 inches of clearance
between the front edge of the seat and the
back of your knee. Release lever.

Optional Headrest
Grasp headrest with both hands and move
to desired position. The dynamic, positionsensitive headrest cradles your head and
neck as you recline, and moves out of the
way when you sit upright automatically.

Adjusting Armrests
Synchronous Armrests
Freedom’s body-friendly gel armrests move up and
down together and stay with you during recline,
always keeping you in supported balance. Both of the
gel-cushioned armrests can be adjusted synchronously
without touching any release buttons. Lower them all
the way for close desk work.

To Raise (FIG. 1)
Gently pull upward on the
armrests and raise to desired
position. They will automatically lock in place when
released.
(FIG. 1)

To Lower (FIG. 2)
Place hand on armrest as
pictured and rotate wrist toward
you to disengage. Lower to
desired position. The armrests
will automatically lock in place
when released.
(FIG. 2)

(FIG. 3)

Advanced Armrests
(Optional)
(FIG. 3)
Push the inside of the armrest
outward (or away from the
body) in a lateral motion. The
armrest will automatically
remain in the position you last
put it in, without the use of a
button.

Creating a m
 ore
comfortable place
to work

Limited Lifetime Warranty
For warranty information, see terms and conditions.

www.humanscale.com

Humanscale and the Environment
Freedom was designed to have a minimal impact on our environment.
It is lighter in weight and made from significantly fewer parts than
most chairs in its class, which means that less material and fewer
manufacturing processes are used in its creation.
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Humanscale. Human-kind. Earth-friendly.

